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Introduction
Dialogue refers to exchange of utterances in a reciprocal conversation between two dialogue participants who take turn to speak. Nevertheless, they do not just take turns; they establish grounds in the subject that they are talking about by signaling feedback of understanding or agreement. Only through this common ground that they are able to interpret each other's intentions beyond the literal interpretation of the utterances.
In fixed-initiative dialogue system, intentions are not the main issue because initiative is controlled by the system. Under such environment, the scope of user intention is limited, thus the response generation component can determine possible responses based on the set of limited moves allowed by the dialogue manager. However, when the interaction channel is open, users are free to interrupt and navigate through the dialogue strategies as they wish. As the result, dialogue manager has to resolve intentions under every possible circumstance, for example when (1) user in control, (2) system in control, (3) user in control but system interrupts, or (4) system in control but user interrupts.
Mixed-initiative interaction refers to a flexible interaction strategy in an open communication channel, which a dialogue participant (computer or human) contributes what is best suited at the most appropriate time [1] . Both participants possess peer-to-peer, equal balance of control. At one time, any participant could have the initiative, thus controlling the direction of conversation. Nevertheless, the control is temporary until it is voluntarily released or opportunistically seized by the other dialogue participant.
In view of this complex interaction, interpretation of intentions struggles for a deeper comprehension by a dialogue system, hence the need for a more comprehensive theoretical ground to treat every possible interaction within a dialogue conversation. Conversational acts theory [2] extends the account of speech acts by incorporating turn-taking, grounding, and discourse-level argumentation acts to describe conversation as a fully joint-action interaction.
SCHISMA Corpus
Modeling the mixed-initiative dialogue is carried out using SCHISMA dialogue corpus [3] , a theatre information and ticket reservation system. This system enable users to reserve a particular show from a wide range of available options, and both the user and the system must collaborate to achieve an agreement to issues like the ticket price, the seating arrangement or the discount availability.
This type of negotiation process that takes place in the conversation is common in transaction dialogues, making the dialogue model far more complex than the usual question-answering systems. Also, at any point, both parties may request information from each other and the user particularly, may retract any previous decisions to proceed conversation is an opposite direction. Figure 1 illustrates an extract of dialogue in the corpus. SCHISMA also a mixed-initiative model, which consist two types of interactions: the inquiry and transaction [4] . During inquiry, the system is userinitiated because they will inquire about details of the shows like the dates, artists, reviews or authors, while the system will entertain to all the questions. When the conversation arrives at the point where the users indicate that they would like to make the reservations, the system will shift into transaction mode where the system now takes the initiative. Starting from this point onwards, the system will ask users series of questions like the number of tickets to reserve, the discount cards and others. User will answer the questions to complete the reservation details required by the system. This dialogue model is known as transaction dialogue. The content of dialogue corpus is summarized in Table 1 . 
Conversation acts theory
Traum and Hinkelman [2] distinguish four levels of action that are necessary for maintaining coherence and content of conversation. Each level of actions is progressively formed by a collection of acts initiated from smallest utterance unit (UU), followed by a pair of utterance unit communicated and grounded called discourse unit (DU), to the highest discourse level that consists of a sequence of DUs that describe the whole conversation. This theory provides a structured account to dialogues with clearly define relationship between the intentional and rhetorical structures. Table 2 shows the conversation act types posited by the Conversation Acts Theory. 
Turn-taking acts
Modeling turn-taking acts from Conversation Acts Theory requires views from conversational analysis that leads to the Turn-taking Theory of Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson [5] . In turn-taking theory, Sacks et al. define an utterance as a turn-constructional unit (TCU). A single or sequence of TCU makes one turn, or transition-relevance place (TRP). They propose a set of turn-taking rules to be applied at the end of each TRP, where decision on the speaker of the next turn is expected. The rules for this theory are reproduced as below:
1. For any turn, at the first TRP of the first TCU:
(a) the speaker may select the next speaker. In this case, the person selected is the only one with the right and obligation to speak. (b) else, the next speaker may self-elect. The first person to speak acquires the right to a turn. (c) else, the current speaker may continue, but need not continue unless someone else selfelects.
Rules 1(a)-(c) apply recursively for each next
TRP, until transition is affected.
Our analysis to turn-taking differs from both the accounts of [5] and [2] in two aspects. The first aspect is, following Sacks et al., Traum and Hinkelman assume there are several turn-taking acts in a single utterance, and identification of such acts is carried out at three distinct places in the utterance: the beginning, the body, and the end of utterance. For example, taketurn is performed when an utterance starts, keep-turn is performed while the utterance is still in progress, and release-turn is performed when the utterance completes.
In contrast to this assumption, we argue that definition of turn advocates the idea of "distinctive speaker" because a turn may consist of a single or multiple utterances as long as they are produced by the same speaker. Consequently, it is only relevant to consider the turn-taking decisions at the end of each turn, as opposed to each realization of utterance because a speaker may produce more than one utterance in a turn.
The second differential aspect lies in the process of turn-taking recognition. [5] interpret a turn as a syntactic unit hence identification of turn-taking acts is based on syntactic signals. [2] , on the other hand, rely on timing and prosodic features like intonation signal patterns. They also propose the use of local initiative to resolve turns for neutral utterances. Nonetheless, their assumption in local initiative is based on discourse obligations, for instance, a question warrants an answer from the opposing dialogue participant. On the contrary, turn-taking process usually proceeds in a very smooth fashion, so we argue that the recognition of turn-taking acts should cater for planning interrupts as well.
Since interrupts do not neatly occur in sequence, recognition of turns based on pairs of question and answer is clearly insufficient. We require the knowledge of control holder and the relationship of the particular utterance with its previous utterance. The control initiative is important because we are modeling the turns from the perspective of dialogue system, thus the system must be aware of its current role so it can resolve the turn-taking acts within its control capacity. For example, if user is in control but system has a request, the system must plan to take-turn. For the same reason, grounding is required to assess the position of the current utterance with regards to the context before the next turn can be allocated. Otherwise, the system will not able to anticipate when interrupts are possible.
Dynamic transfer of the control initiative forces a response generation system to cleverly maneuver over the user behaviors. Modeling the turns for statistical learning is imperative so interruptions by the system can be planned in such a way that dialogue coherence remains intact. With regard to the ability of turn-taking acts to model interrupts, we promote the interpretation of turn-taking acts to be in discourse level, rather than sub-utterance level as in Table 2 .
Grounding acts
In 1989, Clark and Schaefer [6] introduce the Grounding Theory that view meaning of utterance as a composition of its own and of the previous utterance. This is based on observation that conversation is a process of developing and maintaining a set of beliefs that are mutually held by both speakers, known as the common ground. Hearer must ground the first speaker's utterance to make clear that he has understood the speaker's meaning and intention. Grounding, as suggested by Clark and Schaefer, may come in any form of continued attention, relevant next contribution, acknowledgement, demonstration, or display. Based on this view, [2] propose grounding acts at the utterance level as connection between an utterance to the discourse unit that it belongs to.
Recognition of grounding acts are based on local linguistic context carried by the utterance, if the utterance conveys a new or an existing content. The basic grounding acts they proposed are (1) initiate when utterance attempts to change belief through new content, (2) continue when utterance is a continuation of content in previous utterance, and (3) repair when utterance replace any of content in the current discourse unit. Our recognition approach for grounding acts agrees with the basis of local context, but our notion of context is referred from the previous utterance rather than the current utterance. Assigning grounding acts is therefore viewed from the current utterance whether to agree, to understand, to answer, or otherwise to reject the content suggested in previous utterance.
Core speech acts
Traum and Hinkelman [2] maintain the traditional account of speech acts [7, 8] as discourse unit at the discourse level. They refer discourse units as one or more consecutive utterances yet to be grounded. In recognizing the core speech acts, although we agree with their emphasis on role of surface signals like lexical and syntactic patterns (i.e., question marks to indicate question), we adopt DAMSL [9] standard dialogue act annotation scheme.
DAMSL annotation consists of five layers, each covers different aspect of communicative functions. The five layers are information-level, forward-looking functions (FLF), backward-looking functions (BLF), topic management and surface features. This research concerns on two levels only, the forward-looking and backward-looking functions. Both levels indicate the communicative functions or the dialogue acts of an utterance. FLF tags indicate the type of speech act that the utterance is conveying, for example, assert, inforequest and commit. BLF tags indicate how the particular utterance relates to the previous utterance and include answers (positive, negative or nofeedback) to questions, degree of understanding or disagreement. In our dialogue modelling, FLF represents core speech acts while BLF represents grounding acts. Table 3 and 4 summarize the classes of FLF and BLF respectively. 
Argumentation acts
Argumentation acts, as introduced by Traum and Hinkelman [2] are high-level discourse acts that give shape to the entire discourse. They are generally referred to discourse model, discourse plan, or dialogue strategies. While combination of smaller acts define a task (i.e., gaining information), series of combinatory task-based acts form argumentation acts that builds discourse plan hierarchically, therefore argumentation acts depend on the on the type of dialogue model that the system adopts i.e., information-seeking, transaction, or collaborative planning.
Because our domain under study is a transaction dialogue, our analysis to argumentation acts begins with the main activity underlying a transaction, which is negotiation [10, 11, 12] .
A negotiation can be characterized as an exchange of information that eventually leads to agreement that satisfies both parties' information needs. The final agreement depends on the choices made during the negotiation process. Negotiation acts depend on stages in a negotiation process. The phases in during negotiation are: opening, exchanging information, exchanging proposals, confirmation and closure as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Figure 2. Argumentation acts in negotiation phases
In human-machine dialogues, opening phase involves exchange of greetings between both user and system to acknowledge the presence of each other. When contact has been initialized, users begin to seek information and navigate options by requesting relevant information, thus setting the negotiation space boundary. While information phase is still in progress, a proposal is identified when the negotiation space is narrowed down to certain topic. Proposal is different from information because it generates commitment if it is accepted. For example, if the user has agreed to a specific show, the subsequent utterances are bound to the context only related to that particular show.
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Proposals may also be offered by both parties in case of mixed-initiative dialogues. Following the proposal phase is the confirmation phase, often marked with a question to confirm, and expected answer to either agree (confirm) or disagree (disconfirm). Until the end of proposal phase, all decisions are retractable. However, confirmation phase binds both dialogue participants to the transaction. Once a confirmation or cancellation has been agreed by both parties, the transaction is concluded and both parties exchange greetings and thanks during closing.
In recognizing the argumentation acts, Traum and Hinkelman exploit cue phrases, adjacency pairs, and other syntactic information. We build higher level discourse acts out of combination of speech acts and contextual information at the point of current utterance. For example, a commanding act under information context signals that utterance is in information phase, while the same act performed under reservation context signals that the utterance has progressed into confirmation phase. Within our scope of research, we argue that the relationships between input and response utterance can be better postulated if we have the information of which phase the system is negotiating in, so it can limit its search space for response choices and return the most accurate response.
Measuring coherence
The essence in corpus-based approach to response generation in dialogue systems is modeling the dialogue corpus into pragmatic representations that will allow us to apply statistical means for learning the response and discourse strategies directly from the corpus. While the model should account for utterance forms and behaviors, the model is not without integrity. At the end, every exchange of utterances must be relevant to each other to form a meaningful and unified discourse. And because dialogues are intention-driven, the major concern in a response generation system is, therefore, the coherence of the entire dialogue through relevant pairs of response utterance with respect to the input utterance. We argue that a response is relevant when it satisfies the intention of the preceding utterance; therefore, response realization must be based on the intentions of the input utterance, rather than its syntactic form.
In task-oriented dialogues, both participants are working together to achieve a common goal, hence joint intentions in addition to the joint goals. An intentional approach to determining coherence requires the hearer (system) to infer the plan-based speaker intentions underlying the utterance in establishing coherence [13] . The key element in the definition of intentional coherence is "plan-based intentions", which unequivocally refers to the treatment for joint intentions in achieving joint goals. For example, within the context of theater ticket reservation system, the ultimate goal is for the user to reserve a theater ticket, but sub-goals like negotiating ticket price are introduced and satisfied along the way. Unless these sub-goals eventually converge to reach the ultimate goal, the entire dialogue will not be coherent.
In this research, we strive to preserve the response coherence based on every sub-goals introduced in different negotiation phases, which are captured through the argumentation acts. For example, in argumentation act inform, the user's goal is to choose one theater performance of his interest. The rest of goals or plans are described in Table 5 . 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we view that a dialogue is coherent when the response utterance is relevant to the input utterance. Other views posited on interpretation of coherence in conversation also equate coherence to topic continuity, tacit goal pursued by dialogue participants, or the propositional consistency [14] . Mann [15] in his Dialogue Macrogame Theory defines a coherent dialogue based on the content of dialogue, and are subjectively evaluated from the perspective of the speakers. Meanwhile, Hulstijn [12] merits a coherent response by the relevancy of the response to its preceding utterance.
The Relevance Theory [16] proposes that an utterance is relevant (or coherent) in the context if and only if it has at least one contextual implication in that context. Perhaps it is also worth to note that due to lack of formal distinctions, the terms coherence and relevance have been used interchangeably in the literature. Coherence in discourse analysis is commonly referred as relevance in pragmatics [17] .
